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Volume 33, Issue No. 8

Vandalism costs
EWU 'thousands'
by Cullen Loeffler
Staff Writer

Students at Eastern are endangering their lives and causing
thousands of dollars in damage according to Cliff Winkleblack
Maintenance and Operations Superintendent.
'
"Somewhere in the neighborhood of $60,000 in damage," has
been done recently to equipment in the university's service tunnels, said Winkleblack. These tunnels carry power and steam
lines that supply the campus with heat and electricity.
"We're reall1 concerned about the steam lines," said
Winkleblack. "If they break off a gauge on a 100-pound line the
student is liable not to get out of there."
I

In addition to danger from the students who are causing •
live steam, the tunnels also the problems. There has been
contain 15,000 volt switch some improvement over the
gears. ''The last time they beat last 2 or 3 years,"
their way into the electric vault Winkleblack said.
Exact cost for vandalism i.n
and beat on the equipment inthe dorms is harci to assess.
side," Winkleblack said.
W.inkleblack warned that, Don Manson, Assistant Direc'' an electric arc in there could 'tor of the Physical Plant, said
get one of them and if it does, it's difficult to "distinguish
between student vandalism
you can kiss them good-by.''
In addition to the loss of and normal damage that
life, Winkleblack said damage results from accident and wear
to the electrical equipment and tear on the dorms.''
Manson was able to give the
coul" cause from $10,000 to
more than $100,000 in damage figure of $3,000 in damage
that occurred in a si~gle
to electric gear do~nstream.''
Winkleblack explained that weekend.
a sudden shutdown of power · Marianne Hall, Director of
could burn out switches, Housing, referred _to two in- Service tunnels under Eastern's campus are 'out-of-focus' •hese days, -thanks to vandal~ w,ho detransmission lines, and meters cidents that occurred this stroyed several light fixtures despite warning signs telling of blgh voltage. - Photo by Brian Rotherresulting in the loss of elec- quarter.
meH.
·
·
,
"Two of the worst things
tricity and heat to the dorms
and other buildings on. cam- done this quarter w,re dQa, as
practical Jokes and they got
pus.
.
According to Winklebh1ck, out of band," Ms. Hall said1
such damage co11ld take as Gl".oups of students splattered
long as "three weeks to paint around Morrison and
by Stephanie Vann
According to Mrs. Bell, classes and will be required to
.repair'' leaving part or all of Streeter Halls, she said.
Associate Editor
The custodial costs were
the campus without power.
students not available during obtain written permission of
Give a student the option of the holidays at the mailing ad- an inst,ructor prior to enrolling
Damage to •the service tun- $378 for Morrison and $262
skiing
down a mountain of dress on file in the Registrar's in a closed class.''
nels has included destruction for Streeter Hall, Ms. ' Hall
fresh powder or standing in a Office may leave their ·holiday
Mr's. Bell also said Financial
of light fixtures and steam said.
long
line awaiting confirma- addresses for receiving confir- Aid recipients will have to
"The students had no idea,
gauges, removal of exit signs,
and breaking open locked I'm sure, that it would take tion of winter quarter courses mations at a "holiday add_ress show confirmation of registrathat much time or cost that and that student would table,'' to · be set up in tion to the Financial Aid Ofdoors.
Sha.waiter 109.
·
fice and will not receive. aid
"Every time you knock off much," said Ms. Hall. "In doubtlessly choose the slopes.
At
least
that
is
the
hope
of
Morrison,
the
students
spent
a
The first priority period for until approximately two weeks
a globe-light fixture, you're
EWU
Registrar
Melanie
Bell,
students who register 'in Op- after winter quarter begins.
talking about $30 to $40 for lotof. time cleanin_g it up.''
The costs for individual acts who recently explained three tion One is scheduled for Nov.
Six special registration adthe fixture and the same for
new
options
available
to
of
vandalism
may
be
small,
16 'through Nov. 23. Priority vising nights will also be
labor," said Winkleblack.
students registering for winter two is expected to run from available for students register"When you g~ through a cou- but the total costs aren't. ·
'
According to Hall it costs $6 quarter 1982.
No-v_. 24 to Dec. 3. Dec. 4 ing for courses at the Bon
ple of miles of tunnel ttiat's a
According
to
Mrs.
Bell,
the
to recharge a chemical fire exthrough Dec. 11 is ·slated as Marche, Mrs. Bell said.
lot of light fixtures."
The damage done to the ser- tinguisher and $15 to replace first option, which provides priority period number three.
continued on page 12
advance
registration,
is
desigµ,.
one,
.
but
the
total
cost
to
Mrs. Bell said students :
vice tunnels is part of a larger
.
problem of vandalism on cam- recharge and replace fire ex- ed to avoid possible closed or choosing Option Two may
•
pus, he said. Vandalism in the tinguishers for winter and fall cancelled classes, secure advis- find many classes closed or
ing and advisers' signatures cancelled and will experience
dorms has included the quarters last year was $1,725.
and
enable students to receive restricted
"It's the students who bear
registration
destruction of ceiling tiles,
confirmations
by
mail.
the
cost
for
that,"
said
Hall.
availability.
doors, bathroom partitions, .
ASEWU General "Election
"Students
are
encouraged
hallwa·y clocks, elevator "It doesn't come out of the
' 'Those students who
]November 1~, 1981
_
doors, light . fixtures, and state legislator or the universi- · to register · during Option register during the second opASEW\J
ty. If the costs go up, it means One," M-rs. Bell said . "This tion must have their advising
vents, Winkleblack said. '
TUANI J. ABU . ... . ..
COUNCIL
P08fT10N1
-way
students
have
easy
access
"It's a small percentage of we have to pay more."
completed before Dec. 14,
ROBERT V. HENLEY ' ..
Hall said, "We are looking to advisers .and may receive because the faculty will not be
.
for ideas, not only to decrease their confirmations in the avsiilable during the ·quarter
AAWU
COUNCIL
RON KEENE .... . . . .
vandalism, but Jo encourage mail."
break," said Mrs . Bell. "And
l"08ITION2
Registration
in
Option
One,
•••••••• 1· students to be responsible for
advise{ signatures are a reA8EWU
she
said,
is
divided
into
three
TERI DESAUTEL . . . . . .
their environment."
COUNCIL
quirement at EWU.''
P'08rT10Nl
priority
perioas.
The
factors
One idea being explored in-Students registering during
EARL COOK . . ... .....
I
volves determining a "base for granting first choice re- Option Two periods will' be reCrime rate
rate", an average cost of van- quests are:
AUWU
quired to pick up duplicate
DAVID JOPLIN ... .... .
COUNCIL
1. Priority period (# l, #2, confirmations in the PUB Jan.
POIUT10N4
dalism
in
a
given
period.
Page2
"If vandalism costs are #3)
. 3-6.
' AUWU
2.
Classification
category
TOM JULIAN .. . . .. ...
COUNCIL
reduced hFneath a base rate,
Mrs. Bell said dates for late
POamONI
(Graduates
first,
seniors,
;, we will take the difference and
ANN FOX .... ... : ...
registration run from Dec. 17
Profs seek action
use it for Improvements,'' said juniors, sophomores, then t hrough Dec. 31.
freshmen)
Hall.
,
"Those students who wish
PageS
CLASS
FRESHMAN .. .... . . . .
3. Cumulative credit hours to register during Option
''If we know who's responSOPHOMORE, .. ... ...
sible for damage, we send completed (highest to lowest)
Three periods will be required
JUNIOR ... . . ... . ...
'' Confirmations will be to pay a $15 late fee before
them
a
bill.
If we feel it's purEagles now 6-2
SENIOR .... . ..... . .
poseful, malicious behav~or, mailed to students registering registering, as well as full tuiGRADUATE .. . .. . ....
Page9
we may also file disciplinary in Option One Dec. 17," Mrs. tion fees," she said. "They
- --Bell
said.
charges," Ms. Hall said.
will find closed and cancelled

Vote today

up

.

..

.
.
ampus crime rate JS up
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by Susan Howard
taff Wriler

Crime is on the rise at
EWU.
According to Sgt. Cindy
Reed of Campus Security, car
owners are most often the victims.
Numerous cars parked in
school parking lots have
recently been vandalized, Reed
said.
"Cars in the dorm parking
lots are hit at night. We've
received the largest number of
reports from lot number 16,
and lots 9 and 13 are next in
line," Reed said.
Students who live in dorms

often park their cars on Sunday night and don't return to
them until Friday, she said.
When they do return, they
often find stereos, cassettes
and other valuables missing.
"Even locked cars are hit.
T he vandals have a variety of
ways of getting into the cars.
Some do the coat hanger trick,
others break windows," Reed
said.
Five police o fficers and 20
students work to protect
against theft, but that's not
their only duty, she said.
" There are five dorm parking lots and we can't always
spare someone to keep an eye
--------

Rising campus crime rates have caused concern among campus
safely officals . - Photo by Brian Rolhermell.

on each . We do have student
patrols sitting in unmarked
cars and always have four or
five people o n walk-patrol.
However, the thieves have the
advantage. They learn who we
are and watch out for us. We
don't know who they are,
where they are or when they're
going to hit, " she said.
Students need to become
aware of these parking ,01
crimes, Reed said.

"We can't do it all," Reed
aid. ''The kids in Dressler
Hall can look out of their windows into the parking lots. If
anyone
sees
somethi n g
unusual goi ng on they can call
us. We're here 24 hours a day ,
even days a week and we
don't mind investigating 20
calls that turn out to be
nothing. We may just catch a
crook on the twenty-first
call. "
Aside from being on the
look-out, students can take
certain precautions to make
sure their vehicle isn't vandalized.
''Generally the more secure
you make something, the less
likely it is to be broken into .
For the utmost security install
an alarm system. However ,
that involves deciding if you
really want to spend $300 on
rn alarm to pr:otect a $200
stereo system," Reed said.
Short of installing an alarm,
simple precautions are most
effective against theft, she
said.
"Make sure things aren't
obviously easy to get at. Have
tape decks put in professionally rather than just mounting
them on brackets. Don ' t leave
cassettes laying all over the
fro nt seat, put them in the
trun k or so me place out o f
sight and make yo ur car diffic ul t to get into , your posse ion difficult to take out. A
thief doesn't want to pend
much ti me taking out a stereo
sys tem. He' ll tak
what'
easiest to get a t," Reed aid.
The vehicle vandals don' t
eem to be operating on im pulse, she said . " It's a few
people doing a lot of theft. It' s
got to be someone who's able
to quick ly dispose o f the merchandise," Reed said .
The best safeguard in
redeeming stolen merchandise
is to engrave your dri ver's
license number on val uables,
and keep track of the serial
n umbers of your possessions,
Reed sai d.
An engra ving tool is
available for use at the campus
security office in the Red Barn
or at the downtown Cheney
police station.
Campus securi ty utilizes the
National Crime Information
Ce nte r
(NC I C)
and
Washington Crime Informa-

tion Center (WACIC) to track
down stolen merchandise,
Reid said.
" We can usually fi nd out
whether merchandise is stolen
by calling in the serial number
and description to either of
these agencies," Reed sa id .
"Crooks don' t keep records of
which car they stole a certain
item from, and unless you
have the serial number of
something that 's been stolen
from you, chances of recovering it are nil."
Students who have been offered a terri fie deal on any
usually expensive item can
find out if they'll be buying
stolen goods by obtaining the
serial number from the item
and checking it out through
the teletype at the Cheney
police station or inquiring at
campus security, Reed said.
.....- - - - - - - - - - - - - .

Suspect
arrested

"If someone offers you an
incredi ble deal on anyt hing
you t hink may be stolen property, you're foolish to lake
it," Reed said . "If you' re
caught with the goods you can
be charged with possessio n of
lo len property and lose the
item . If you think the thief.
who sold it to yo u won 't try to
steal it back from yo u, you're
crazy.' '
Guns and most stereo equipment are engraved with a serial
number by the manufacturer.
l f that number has been scratched out, chances are good the
item is ho t.
"Unfortunately mos t
students don' t keep trac k of
serial numbers," Reed sa id.
' 'Of 20 reported thefts, only 3
serial numbers are known on
the average. "
Reed said one aspec t o f
dealing with the crime problem o n campus involves
dispell ing a few myths.
"Fi rst of all, although we
have the power to arrest
suspects, we're no t out to bust
st uden ts . We' re here to help
protect them, but we ca n't do
it wit hou t their cooperation . ''
"Second , tudent lend to
th in k they shou ld n 't report
crime , that they shou ldn't fink
o n other . I don ' t bel ieve you
ca n fink on a fink.
"Third, we tend to think
j ust becau e we're o n ca mpus
we're afe from crim e. For the
mot part tha t' true, 98 perceni of the peop le here are
uprigh t hone t cit izen , bu t
two perceni are jerk s. If lhey
need the money they'l l rip you
off. We' ve goi to remember
there are a lo t of people out of
work. Nationwide people are
hort of mo ney," Reed aid .
Reed sa id there are just a
few d ishonest people causing a
lot of studen ts' heartache.
"We want to catch them
and cut their crimin a l ed ucati on short," she said .
" We wan t to make a theif's
job so tough that he'll go out
and gel a regular job and we
can on ly do that wit h the help
o f st udents. "

An EWU student was a rrested o n third degree theft
charges last Thursd ay night .
M ic hael
Wh eele r,
19,
a llegedly
tole a cas ette
recorder o ur of a Streeter Hall
lo unge, accordin g to Sgt. Ci ndy Reed of campu police.
"Several sr udem had little
bits of informat ion about the
theft and brought them to me.
We were able to piece it all
together and make the arrest,"
she said.
Reed
pres ed
cha r ges
against Wheeler . The ca. e i
pendi ng a investigation co ntinu es .
Reed said thi arre t may
curb futu re dorm thefts . " If
wo rd is arou nd that we've
made an arrest, it may p ut the
skid s on other thefts."
Although the ra te o f dorm
thefts is do wn this year compared to last year, students
should sti ll take precautions,
Reed said .
"Students living in the
dorms often go down the hall
for five or ten minutes and
leave their room unlocked or
their door open while they' re
gone. That's when purses and
other easily accessible items
are taken ," Reed said.
Students who know of
thefts that have been commitThe
Black
Education
ted are encouraged to report Association will be showjng a
them to campus police.
four-part film entitled '' I
" We're getting more people Remember Harlemn, beginnto talk now and that definitely ing Monday in the Kennedy
helps. Because o f that we were Library Auditorium .
able to make T hursday' s arThe fi rst two parts of the
rest," Reed said . "It's not film will be shown Monday at
always easy to do what's right, 1 p.m . and 3 p.m. , with thesebut do you want to keep quiet cond parts shown the followwhile you and your friends get ing day at the same times, a
ripped off?"
spokesman for the group sa id.

Movie set

Monday

1

,,.

,
/. t"

i
!l

THE JOHN MATHEWS FAMILY
Lady lee..
Straight Leg Jean
11, Lee l
ino peop1e yt110 make ieans 10< 1ao,es
anc, men using equal ene,yy 10 plea se both FOf
tetsure lh1s Ladv Lee S1ro,g111 Leg Jean ,s lops

Washec:i, 14 -ounce, 1~. cotton oen.m lndfgo
dyed Con110Ued snuna..aqe 9E:nte, crease

Eddy's Boot and Taek
410 l''lr111t Strca:t
Cheaer. W ,\ 99004
1. . .,ua.atu

7:00 p.m. SATURDAY '
One ·otAmerica's BEST in
GOSPEL MUSIC
Popular on 700 Club; P.T.L. Club
Loved and Enjoyed by thousands

t

I
I
1

-------------------------------------~

~Al'AG E · · r-HOU~<-E · !
Pl ZZA~ . ~PARLOR
I
~" ~
. . - I
½ 0 FF . c!'!~: Open 11 a.m. daily I
12

Favorite Plteher
with Large or
Giant Pizza

Except Sun. :00
Deliveries! ·
122 College and 2nd
236-6193

I1
I
I

CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
333 Betz Rd.
235-6621
Cheney
Coupon expires 6/ 15/8~
..________________________• I------~-------------------------------J
1
I
I

1

I
I
1
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Students forming gay union
Most gays are terrified of
being
detected, said Eggert.
Staff Writer
Although between 5 and lO
Walt Whitman was gay. So percent of the population is
were Oscar Wilde, Gertrude gay, he said citing a Masters
Stein, Socrates, Aristotle, and Johnson study.
Horatio Alger, Virginia
"Few people are willing to
Woolf, Hans Christian Ander- stick their necks out to be
labeled gay in a school of only
son and Tennesse wffffams.
according to "The Book of 8,500,,, he said. "So what we
Lists" by Wallace, Wallace are going to do is form a social
and Wallechinsky.
club, which will be fairly
underground.''
Eggert expects meeting
Along with many others,
notices
will travel by word of
famous or not, probably more
mouth.
than 400 EWU students are
"At Washington State
homosexual too, said gay stuUniversity,
the Gay Student
dent Mike Eggert, who
it's
believes there is a need for a Alliance announces
meetings
in
publications
by
usgay student union here.
ing
a
code
name
like
the
Eggert recently placed a
notice in the Focus to find out Unicorn Club, or something,
how many gay students on to protect students' idencampus were interested in for- tities," he said.
One of the reasons Eggert
ming _a gay student union.
wants
to establish a gay
"Only about twenty people
responded," said Eggert, an organization here is to erase
architecture graduate student. some of the stereotypes he
" Most of them were men who claims society perceives are apwere living in campus hous- plicable to all gay people.
"I'd like to form a panel of
ing."

by Chris Tate

speakers to visit colleges," EgEggert admits homosexuali~
gert said. "A lot of ~imes pre- ty is 'not normal " and 85 perjudice and bigotry is a result of cent of gays would rather be
ignorance.''
straight because it would make
Eggert said 85 percent of life easier.
gays do not have a feminine
"Being gay is not something
inflection in their voices, for that can . be chosen," he said
example. Of the 20 persons ''It develops over a long
who responded to his focus _period of time and the cause
notice, only two were what Eg- has not been determined, for
gert termed the ''effeminate, that matter, the cause of
limp-wristed stereotypes" who heterosexuality has not been
speak with a lisp.
determined either." Eggert
believes mankind is basically
bisexual.
"Human sexuality is a complicated thing," said Eggert.
"We all have a little bit of
homosexuality in us - everyone
has a small direction that way .
No one is completely gay and
no~ody is completely straight
(heterosex ual)."
Eggert said he hopes by
speaking
and making him self
"Most people who go
visible
to
the public he will
around beating up "queers" or
calling them "faggots" and correct some of the ste reotypes
"sissys" arc usually insecure which he said causes gay
and
about their own sexuality and di sc rimination
"homophobia"
(the
fear
of
are expressing homophobia,''
homosexuals
he said.

"You can't spot
gays," he said. "You
could be sitting right
next to one and he
could ~je as gay as a
three dollar bill, as
they say, and you'd
never know it."

Eggert said he hopes society
will eventually disregard the
sex ual make-up of individuals
and regard everyone as equal.
"We should be and demand
to be equal - the same as
anyone else," Eggert said.
"Gays aren't attempting to
advertise their sex uality, but
they are claiming that society
is treati.ng them as a minority
because of their sexua l
perference."
Eggert said people can lose
their jobs, their homes and
. their social respect be~ause
gay, and he said he will_al ways
be dedicated to enlightening
society about homosexuals
and thei meeds.
"If a homosexual has never
"been out" before (had a
homosexual relationship), he
or she may feel like a sick weirdo and the only one with those
feelings,"
said
Eggert.
"That's just not right. Gays
have to get out and find people
who share the same feelings
without the fear of being
persecuted.''

PoSt office gets sorted out
by Dawn Cawrse
Staff Writer

While departments all over
campus are facing budget cuts
one may survive the ax.
Campus Mail, under the
supervision of Rose Raines,
has developed a system that
could save the University up to
$12,000.
"The
new
"Pre-sort
System", while needing more
people, should make enough
money to save mail service
employees from getting cut in
the new budget, said Ms.
Raines. Pre-sort is a system in
which employees pre-sort the
mail according to city, and
, then bundle them in groups of
ten, that way receiving a threecent discount on each letter,
Raines said.
"The three-cent discount
appiies to all of Cheney and
Students observe computer data the EWU Science Fair held last most of Spokane, but the farweek in the field house.

DAVE'S AUTO WRECKING

Films show
'black' ink
The folks in EWU's Student
Activities office are seeing
black these days. Financial
black as in profit, that is.
Mike Smith, assistant coordinator of Student Activities,
told members of the ASEWU
Student Council last week, initial figures for income and expen(jitures of on-campus
movies show nearly $1,000
profit for the first half of Fall
quarter.
The group's two studentoriented movie programs,
"Block Busters", and "Saturday Night Specials", have
grossed more than $3,400
through films as of Oct. 15,
Smith toltl council members.
That figure represents a net
profit after. expenses of more
than $1,250, enough to offset
the net loss of $333.50 from
the SA's "Kiddie Movies",
I
·smith said.

"Will
Winterize
Your Car".

ther we get, the more letters we
need to get the discount," said
Raines.

Campus would be upset."
Over the last 15 years,
Raines has watched not only
When Raines first came here the campus, but the student
in 1966, she was the only mail population grow, and with
clerk and it wasn't until almost that, mail service respon10 years later tnat she made. sibilities.
"When
we
were
in
Mail Supervisor.
Showalter Hall, I would say 50
"The problem we ran up percent of the departmenLs
against is that not all students had boxes in Showalter. Now
are dependable. If one calJed we sort the mail according to
in sick, I would have no one to department and deliver to all
do the mail run and then all of buildings," she said.
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1/2-Mile South on Cheney-Spangle Road
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24-HOUR
TOWING

SPf.CIAI.IZING IN
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COLD TURKEY
with CHEESE
Limit one per coupon
Please present when ordering
No substitutions or additions, please.
1 Good Till ll/18/81

235-6126

Mon. through Sat. 11 a.m .. 10 p.m,

Sunday - "Resting"

COUPON
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*
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Yardage - Quilting
Needlecraft & Gifts

F & M Business Center
Cheney
509-235-5337
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Anything for a buck
One of the most sickening aspects of a capitalistic society is
and always has been the greed factor whereby unscrupulous individuals will do anything for a buck.
And perhaps no more sickening, -or for that matter frightening, in the scramble for the almighty dollar is the recent
disclosure that former American CIA agents are selling arms of
all descriptions to such known terrorists as Libya's mad_man
Khadafy.
On last Sunday's "60 Minutes" program on CBS, two formerCIA agents sat calmly as they revealed the horrid details of their
new "business" of providing weapons of all kinds, including
deadly poisons, to anyone who could produce the money.
Included in the two former agents' sales were large amounts
of explosives to none other than the Libyan Madman. The same
man, you remember, who has ~dmittedly trained terrorists for
subversive activity throughout the world.
And if sales to Khadafy were not enough to make the average
capitalist blush, consider the equally, if not more disturbing fact
that the two exiled Americans had also sold equipment to "extract information" to the now infamous former Ugandan
leader, Ida Amin. The man who ruthlessly slaughtered
thousands of political opponents, it isnow revealed, was supplied in part by Americans.
Of course, to say Americans are supplying these recognized
lunatics with weaponry is not fair to the average citizen of this_
country.
But it does point to a glaring flaw in our political system: the
element of greed that in cases such as this is fueled by the desire
to make another buck.
One of the former agent's arguments for the sales, and sadly
enough it is true to an extent, is that if they did not supply these
terrorists with arms, someone else would. There is no question
- about that.
.
Just lot'l- ... t th .. --uciousness of the British to sell A WACS to
the Saudi
. &10t agreed to equip them. And no doubt someone else wou~J gladly sell Central American terrorists and the
Ida Amins of the world all the arms and poisons they need.
Perhaps the real problem lies in the very source of such equipment, companies like Dow Chemical and Dupont, who make
these hideous devices.
~
At any rate,·if the problem of arming every idiot who 'has the
desire to express his views through acts of terrorism is ever to
end, it must first begin.
And t~e greatest thing this country c.o uld accomplish in this
area would be to halt the · American flow of arms to
underdeveloped countries.
,

~ellerJ-----------

Evening joins culture
Editor:
The pleasures of cultural exchange and the vitality of the
international student community at EWU were evident
last Friday . evening at the
"Arabian Night", hosted by
the Arabian Students Union
and the International Students
Association. Carefully arranged displays, exquisite food and
the after-dinner dance and
other performances reflected
the richness of Middle East
culture.

Spaghetts
v.Jlls YoUN~
asE..D To BE CJ6LY.

WH~N I

r

,i

Many international students
worked very hard to make this·
delightful evening possible.
They are to be complimented,
along with the staff of the International Student Programs
Office, for a well orgaqized
and highly rewarding cultural
event.
Clearly, this evening bridged cultures thanks to the
presence of international
students at the University.
Ernst W. Gohlert
Department of Gover.nment

~ l\.ll~ DA'(.

Editor:
This is written in response to
Art Seaton• s letter entitled
"What is the truth?" I commend his plea for Christian
unity which is outlined in Jn
17:21, "that they may be one,
even as thou, Father, art in me
and I in thee." Paul in Eph.
4:3-6 essentially states that we
are to be diligent to keep the
unity of the Spirit in the bond
of peace for there is one body
(one church Eph. 1:22-23),
one Lord, one faith,· and one
God. In 1 Cor 1: 10: 17 .Paul
declares that there should be
no divisions among Chris. tians. Verses 12-13 specifically
state: Now this I mean; that
each one of you saith, I am of
Paul; and I of Apollos; and I
of Cephas; and I of Christ. Is
Christ divided? What is· the
difference of stating I am a
Presbyterian or I am a
It may be true that the United Catholic with I am of Paul or l
States is more agreeable: to am of Cephas? Christians are
Mexico's moral and political to be unified in striving to acworldview than is the Soviet complish the Lord's will but a
bloc, but there is evidence that question must be answered:
.
this consideration is overborne what is the basis of unit}.'.?
by Mexico's desire to side with Paul answers this question by
the winner of the ·East:-West stating that we are to put on
struggle.
.
,love which is the perfect bond
As a resit, Mexico has . ot unity which is equivalent to
grown increasingly supportlve walking according to God's ·
of Cuban activity in Central commandment.s such as believAmerica.
ing and obeying the gospel of
Prior to the re·c ent Cancun Jesus Christ (Col 3: 14, 2Jn 6,
summit, Mexican President Rm 1: 16, and. 2Thes .1:8).
Jose Lopez Portillo and
Pertaining to Mr. Seaton's
. Castro , m~t to consider how st~teJ11ent .ttl)~t we are, tC? W,Qrk
"Mexico will represent the in! out ~ur own salvation accorterests · of the non-aligned ding to Paul's statement in
mo".ement during the upcom-. Phil. 2: 12, the context was
ing . North-South meeting." that Paul w~s- _g oing to l~ave •
This preparatory meeting them (Phillipians) so they
takes on added significance must work together to' en. when it is recalled that follow- courage one another to ~trive·
ing a similar meeting between for salvation, not that .we ~re
the tw<:> heaas of state in 1979, not to teach others of Christ.
a s~ift in Mexico's,. Latin 11) Ezekial 3: 18 the scripture
American policy occurred.
states· if you do not warn a
Two days after the 1979 wicked man of his wicked
9astro-Portillo summit, Mex- ways to save his life, he will die
ico announced that it would jn his iniquity but his blood
bre·a k diplomadc relations will be on your hands. In
with the besieged Somozan Romans 10: 14 Paul states:
government in Nicaragua. The how shall they hear without a
next day the new Mexican preacher? Also in Matthew
Foreign Mi'nister, Jorge 28:18-20 Jesus commands the
Castaneda,. asked that the disciples to go and make
U.S. "join in isolating the disciples of all tl:le nations,
authoritarian government of baptizing them in the -name of
Nicaraguan
President the Father and of the Son and
Anastasio Somoza." As is of the Holy Spirit. Christians
known, the Somoza govern- are to study the Bibi~ diligentment fell . to Sandinista ly, obey the gospel, and share
guerillas in July of 1979.
the truth of Jesus. with others.
Since the installation of the
Matthew St. John
new regime in Nicaragua,
Jeff Floyd
Mexico has given more than
2nd and C Sts. Cheney
just tacit support to the
1-: EASTERN 1-:R ST Al-'F
revolution. Although careful ChuckTHBandel
............. Editor
not to identify itself with Stephanie Vann .... Associate Editor
Cuban support for the FNLA, Mark Nelke ... . ...... Sports Editor
Mexico has · maintained close John Austin ........ Feature Editor
ties with the Sandinista leaders Marc Kriz ........... Photo Editor
Mr. Ric\lard Hoover .... . .. Advisor
and has been supportive of the
Staff writers: Susan Howard, Chris
new government both morally Tate, Mike Coomes, Kirk Findlay,
and materially. Mexico has Chris Gaston, Dawn , · Cawrse,
provided the Nicaraguan Kazunobu Okamura, Jeff Bu1ich,
government with helicopters in Cullen Loeffler, Peggy Mc Manus.
Staff photographers: Doreen Bienz,
support of the latter's nation- Randy Rains, Dave Cartwright, Brian
wide "literacy program," a Rothermell, Brad Griffith, Amy
mass indoctrination of the Shertzl, Darryl Vesey.
Nicaraguan people in the vir- THE EASTERNER is published every
Thursday · at Thoen Publishing,
tues of Marxism-Leninism. Spokane. Persons wishing to make
The bulk. of the material sup- editorial comment should submit
port for the ' 'literacy pro-:- typed, double-spaced copy to THE
. gram," however, is being sup- EASTERNER office, PUB 119,
Cheney. Wash. 99004.
continued on page 12
Li

Mexico under duress
by Jack D. Crouch II
Mr. Crouch is a Ph.D. Candidate in
International Relations at the University of Southern G:alifornia. He was a
1981 Fellow in Public Research, Syndicated's Publius Fellows Program.
(c) Public Research, Syndicated, 1981

During the first fifteen years
of Castro's regime, Cuba had
little success exporting its
revolution to other nations in
the Caribbean. This lack of
success was due in no · small
measure to the political and
military influence of the u .S.
in the region. During the middie , and late seventies;
howev~; the world-wide "correlation of forces" changed to ·
Cuba's advantage and Castro
began to succeed in his efforts
to foment and support revolution throughout Cent,al
America and the Caribbean. .
One of the principal objectives of Cuban; and by extension Soviet, Central American
policy has been to demonstrate
to Mexico that it can and will
be threatened by guerilla
forces supported by the
socialist bloc if it does not
adopt a more acquiescent view
toward Cuban and Soviet activity in the region. This threat
is driven home to Mexico by
the existence of left-wing
"revolutionary" movements
fostered by havana in El
Salvador, Guatemala, and
Honduras, and espcially by
Cuban success in "regime conversion" in Nicaragua and
Grenada.
The message to Mexico is
clear: Support Cuban/Soviet
policies or suffer the same fate
as your neighbors to the south.
continued on page 12

by Mike Moulton

Unity is
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soc campaigit is in foil swing here
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Associate Editor

As the Washington State
Legislator met in special session Monday, members of the
Washington Federation of

Teachers conducted a full- Simms, president of the
blown campaign to combat Eastern Washington Universiadditional tuition increases ty chapter of the WFT, the
and cuts in vital off-campus goal of the campaign is to
receive full funding and
programs.
According
to
Horace • maintenance for the state's in-
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EWU Professor Dave Davsherty (left), SOC Chairman Al Brisbois (center) and Professor Horace
Simms discuss strategy of the newly formed Committee for Political Action at a table in the PUB
this past week. • Photo by Marc Kriz.

Spellman' s plan

Cuts not·as severe?

by Chuck Bandel
Editor

Washington's university
system may not fare as badly
as once thought under a
budget plan recently·subrrtitted
by Governor John Spellman.
That plan, now at the mercy
of state legislators who are
currently meeting in Olympia
for a special session to hash
out the state's budget crisis,
calls for a 4.5 percent reduction in funding for institutions
of higher education, instead of
the 10.1 percent cuts called for
earlier.
However, the news may not
be as bright as it seems for college students, as the difference
in the amount of budget cuts is
likely to be made up in other
ways, including increased tuition, according to parts of
Spellman's plan.
EWU President H. George
Fredrickson, who left Monday
afternoon for Olympia in an
attempt to plead the case of
higher educational institutions
in this state, issued a statement
recently in which he expressed
cautious optimism about the
future of funding for Eastern.
"This proposal is a significant improvement on the
earlier cut of 10.1 percent, and
a courageous move on the
Go.v ernor's part in suggesting
a tax increase," Fredrickson
said, referring to another part
of the Spellman plan· that ·
would extend the state's sales
tax and increase existing
business and occupation taxes
by as much as 10 percent.
"It (the proposed funding
reduction) does,. however,
contain some very serious problems for us, notably the
delayed salary increase, the
sharply increased tuition for
non-resident
graduate
assistants, and the wide differential between· the reductions proposed for higher

education as compared to the
Faculty, administration and
common schools and Depart- other salaried employees of
ment of Social and Health Ser- Eastern wold also be affected
vices."
by the new plan, Fredrickson
Among the parts ' of said.
Spellman's plan, the decision
"All state employees' are to
t'o reduce funding cuts to 4.5 receive their authorized salary
percent and increase certain increases for the first year of
tuitions would effect the the biennium, however, state
operation of the university agencies will have to absorb
system the most, Fredrickson 10.1 percent of the cost of
said.
those increases,'' he said.
The reduced cuts would
What that means for EWU
amount to $2,653,020 instead employees is that upcoming
of the more than $S.9 million s~lary increases would take efcalled for in earlier budget cuts fect in January, 1983 instead
to Eastern, Fredrickson said.
of October 1982, Fredrickson
The plan developed by said. However, the pay infinancial planners would help creases, although four months
offset the funding cuts by call- late, would be added to
ing for a "maximum credit employees' "pay base", upon
limit" of 16 hours for full- which future raises would be
time undergraduate students , · calculated, he added.
with students taking more
Further action would inthan 16 credits required to pay volve cancellation of elimina$29 for each additional credit.
tion o( several special
In addition, fees and tuition categories of fee waivers, such
(or graduate students would as - veteran
waivers,
be increased to cover "25 per- Fredrickson said.
cent of the cost of inAnother effect on ·s tudents
struction''. Actual increases would be temporary suspen'for graduate students, resident sion of the 2 ½ percent of tuiand non-resident, ., would tion fees being used for a
amount to about 40 percent special student loan fund for
more
than
this
year, the biennium, he said. Those
Fredrickson said.
Continued on page 12

•

110 1 - l st St.

last spring but the legislature
adjourned two days before we
got there," said Simms .
Simms said he will be taking
the signed petitions to Olympia this weekend. In order for
the petitions to have m uch infl uence , he said they must be
in before the legislature adjourns at T hanksgiving .

Chase here
Recently elected Spokane
Mayor James E. Chase will
speak at the next ASEWU
Council meeting Tuesday
afternoon
at
3: 30,
a
spokesman for ASEWU said
today.

Chase will speak to the
Council and then be available
for , questions from students
who choose to attend the
meeting, the spokesman said.

Decals sale
Parking lot decals for
Winter Quarter will go on sale
beginning Nov. 23, according
to a spokesman for Campus
Safety.
The decals, which sell for
$15, will be available for purchase from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, at
the Red Barn.
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stitutions of higher education.
"I'm afraid the legislature is
going to start nipping at the
thing that is most defenseles~ the colleges and universities ."
Soliciting signatures for
"Save Our Colleges" petitions
in the PUB Monday, Simms
told concerned students there
is danger the legislature will
call for further tuition increases unless faculty members
and students take an active
part in the SOC campaign.
"One good letter to a
legislator is worth onehundred votes," said Simms.
'' A call' on the hotline is worth
five."
In other words, legislators
who react in a positive manner
to faculty and student input.
also benefit, he said.
Simms said EWU's WFT
members have requested a
half-day teach-in for the purpose of teaching people to
write "meaningful letters to
legislators'. ''
According to Simms, EWU
President
H.
George
, Fredrickson is behind the SOC
campaign 100 percent.
"We may be looking at a
sharp increase in tuition for
graduate students plus the
elimination of waivers for outof-state graduate assistants,"
Fredrickson said Monday.
He also said EWU may face
possible cuts in summer and
off-campus programs.
"For a university like WSU,
an off-campus program may
be in Omak," he said. "For
EWU, the Bon Marche is
where many of our offcampus programs are offered.
The Bon is in Spokane and
Spokane is more or less our city.
''There is a need to further
define the meaning of offcampus programs.''
Fredrickson said the problem with summer program
cuts "may already be solved."
Members of the WFf1
managed to obtain approximately 10,000 signatures l~st
spring when the legislature was
in session.
.
"We had planned a rally on
the steps of the state capitol

•COINS •STAMPS
&SUPPLIES

· Located In
Cheney Flea Market

•
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Holiday cheer
long distance
At military posts and bases

Julie Van Guse, MarrSjarkey, Dave Knoop, Joe Brychell and Jeff Rawdon are featured in "Whose Life is it Anyway?" at
the EWU Theatre.
~

Lucky! Tomorrow is~' 13th''
Today November 12
3 p-:m. Auditions for parts

in Eastern's Centre Theatre
Group's first production of
the year get underway at 3 in
the University Theatre Studio,
Room 201. The p.oduction,
"Carlsbad the Clumsy," is a·
short children's play. For
more information contact Andy Friedlander at 359-2459.
8 p.m. "Whose Life is it
Anyway?" continues tonight,
Friday and Saturday niQht in
the University 'Theatre. For
reservations call 359-2825.

Toll Booth" is this week's

Kiddie Matinee, in the PUB
MPR for free. Repeats Saturday same time, same place for
50 cent.
10 p.m. "Friday the 13th"

is a special movie showing in
honor of this most unfortunate of days. In the PUB
MPR, students $1, general $2.
Saturday November 14
7 p.m. "Seems Like Old
Times", the Neil Simon comedy, is in the PUB MPR for
$1, $2 general. Starring Goldie
Haw.n, Chevy Chase, Charles
Friday November 13
Grodin and an assembly ofun1:30 p.m. "The Phantom · controllable dogs. Repeats

Sunday at 6 and 9 p.m.
10 p.m. "Friday the 13th"

repeats, same place and price.
Monday November 16
7:30 p.m. A - play, "Eat
Your Heart Out," will be

with amateur artists and board
games.
Wednesday November 18
8 p.m. The EWU Orchestrn

performs in the Showalter
Auditorium.

presented in the PUB MPR,
repeating Tuesday, same time,
same place~

6, 8 and 10 p.m. Laserium
invades the PUB for a set of
colorful shows, repeating FriTuesday November 17
3:30 p.m. ASEWU Council day with an additional show at
Meeting,
PUB
Council midnight. Admission is $2,
and tickets are available at the
Chambers.
7 p.m. The PUB Deli turns PUB and Bon information
into a <::offee House, complete desks.
-

throughout the United States,
and around the world,
Christmas will see many
military personnel on duty in
defense of the U.S.A. and the
free world .'This will be a first
Christmas away from home
for many of these young people. Some will receive little or
no Christmas mail. All may
find just being away from
home, friends and family an
extremely depressing experience.
To help ease the loneliness,
a service called the • Armed
Forces Mail C.all has been
designed. Through Mail Call,
civilians have been able to
'reach out to military personnel
with Christmas greetings for
nearly seven years.
Mail Call accepts Christmas
cards, notes and letters from
individuals all over the country and sends them to military
per.sonnet through facilities of
I he Department of Defense as
well as independent agencies
like USO's, Armed Services
Y's, military hospitals and
1.:haplains.
Mail Call is an independent,
non-profit organization and
not a part of the Department
of Defense. It dispenses mail
to soldiers, M·arines, sailors
and airmen .
If your group would like information on how to.make someone's Christmas a little
1.:heerier, send a self addressed,
stamped envelope to Armed
Forces Mail Call, Box 6210,
Fort Bliss, TX 79906-0210.
f

Int~rnational response
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Twelve foreign countries
have requested copies of an article published by Dr. Bruce
Mitchell and Dr. Robert
Wilkens of the ·EWU Education Department.
According to Dr. Wilkens,
requests for reprints of the article have come from as far
away as Australia and Eastern
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solving.
Or. Mitchell said that
students who took Ed 370
''improved their creativity
scores compared to students
who weren't involved in that
kind of instruction."
\
According to Dr. Mitchell
the study demonstrated that
attitudes on creativity can be
changed through a 30-hour
course and that "people out in
the field can develop thinking
strategies as an important learning process.''

5 ~ ·~

.

. JNILKERSON ·
l

Europe. The article was first
published in the Spring 198 i
issue
of
"Educational
Research Quarterly,'' a
University of Southern
Califor.nia journal.
The article summarized findings from a two-year study
conducted by Dr. Wilkins and
Dr. Mitchell. - During the
course of the study 137 EWU
students taking ·Creativity in
the Classroom (Ed 370} and 75
students taking Introduction
to Education (Ed 201) were
tested for creative problem

.

LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 10:30 a.m. - 2: 15 p.m.
Thurs.• Nov. 1a-Crm. Potato Soup, French Dip/Aus Jus, Tuna
·
Noodle Cass., Rollecl Salami Sid, Diced Carrots,

Salad ·Bar, Wht & Crkd Wht Brd, Butterscotch
Pudg., Lemon Dream Bara, Homestyle Peaches.
Fri., Nov.13· Clam Chowder, Cheeseburgers, Pork Chow ·
Mein, Fruit Salad, Spinach, Sid Bar, Wht & WW
Bread, Cherry Pudo/Sce, Soft Molasses Cook.,
Apricot Halves.
Sat., Nov. 14 • Brunch
Sun., Nov. 1S • Brunch
Mon., Nov. 16- Crm. Mushroom Soup, Hot Dogs/Pot. Chip, I
'
Tamale Pie, Bologna 61d Bowl, Mixed Vegs., 1
Salad Bar, Wht & DW Bread, Rals1n Brei. Pudg.,
Sugar Cookies, Chunk Pinapple.
Tues.,Nov, 11- Chicken Rice Soup, Hot Beef Sand/Gravy, Macaroni & Cheese, Vege~ Sid Bowl~·
Carrots, Sid Bar, Wht & Rye Brd., Choe. Crm. Pudg.,
Ginger Cookies, Fruit Cocktail.
Wed•• Nov. 18- Bean Soup, Pilla, Beef Chow Mein, Egg Sid Bowl,
Peu, Sld Bar, Wht & WW Jlrud, Lamon Pudg.,
Choe. Chip Cookies, Homestyle Pears. 1

bleed

10 Paoh Breakfut/Laacla tlc:keta • • ~ 120
10 Pllacb Dialler Tlobta••• 137
Dbuler Boan: 4: 15 - 8:30
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austin s11-ace:
by John Austin
Feature Editor

Whoops! Heh heh. You
may have noticed there was no
Austin Space last week. Nor
was there a lot of things, due
to the fewer pages to work
with . So rather than waste any
more space, let's get down to
business.

•••••

The Trivia Quiz was a resounding success last week,
and .its being omitted allowed
one late entrant to get in this

. Let's run through the correct answers, shall we? Yes,
Jamie Lee Curtis is the chasee
in "Halloween II,"· and the
directorial duties fell to Rick
Rosenthal for the sequel. John
Carpenter directed the first
'.'Halloween," and co-wrote
and produced the sequel.
Herschel Bernardi is the
voice of Charlie the Tuna (it
seems everybody saw that segment of "Entertainment
Tonight") and Jim Backus is
the voice of Mr. Magoo.
Only James Allan Nichols
knew that ." The Moondogs"
was one of the Beatles'
original names. And Simon
and Garfunkel hit it big in the
' 50's under the moniker "Tom
and Jerry ." Last but not least,
the Boston Celtics were the
last learn to win back lo back
NBA titles, in '68 and '69.
Nichols answered all six
questions to win the no-prize
this week. Brad Whit'e was
close behind, with five out of
six. Lisa Scott had four, and
Doug Knoop, who is currently
starring in "Whose Life is it
Anyway?" took time out from
rehearsals to answer three.
Try thy hand at these:
I. Speaking of · John
Carpenter, (and I know you
were), what actress is he married to?
2. Charles Grodin, who
costars in Saturday's "Seems
Like Old Times," made an absolute bomb of a movie called
"Sunburn" a couple of years
ago. Who- was his costar in
that?
3. Who does the songs for
the current film "The Time
Bandits"?
4. Ringo Starr, before he

,..

Arabian
night . _
big succes~·~

How does i feel (o be back?

joined the Beatles, was a
member of another group.
What was the g roup' s
weathered name?
5. What was the name of the
robot that wa s in ''Get
' Smart"? What actor played
it?
6. And finally, what was the
last year the San Francisco
49ers won their Western Divi. sion of the National Football
League?
Answers, should be in Monday by 3 p.m. Good luck!

•••••

week.

/

Mark next Thursday, Nov.
19, on thy calendar. That's
when three men in one suit will
take the PUB center stage for
an evening to remember.
·
Bill Moeller was a Centraliabased broadcaster when he
began, his impersonation of
Mark Twain, or Samuel
Clemens. The response was so
enthusiastic that he quit his
broadcasting job and took up
the guise of Tom Sawyer's
literary daddy full-time.
The presentation, which
begins at 7 p.m., should last
approximately two hours and

be filled with the wit
· , ''The Chant of Jim mie
wisdom that is Mark Tw
Blacksmith" is the second of
Admission is free - bu t " a the Third Spokane Internasmall fee of $ I will al ow tional Film Festival selections .
patrons to leave upon the c n- T he 1978 Australian fi lm deals
clusion," according to
in with the conflict between
Cannon , in charge o f publi ity · Caucasian and Aborigine
for the event.
ideal s ,
with
Jimm ie
Blacksmith being the center of

the film and the society's inj u st ices.
Spectacular
photography and intense acting highlight the film .
.
"The Chant of Jimmie
Blacksmith" plays nightly
th ro ugh next Thursday al the
Magic Lantern T heatre, S. 123
Wall , Spokane.

lines from. a hospital bed and
not being allowed any
movements below the neck,
\ Douglas Knoop was a convincing paraplegic. He made his
audience hate him for his
frankness on life while they
loved him for the same reasol}.
The play is written in such a
manner that although no one
'wants the patient to die, they
don't want the egotistical doctor to win either. And the
question was brought out
strongest in the conflict
between the two d.octors,
played by Mary Starkey and
Craig Smith.
The satirical . humor
throughout the play

definiTely funny , but it ma inly
brought home the helplessness
of persons in that situation .
The University Theatre,
while being smaller than the
one in Showalter Hall, was
much more suited for a play of
this nature. Furthermore, the
stage crew did a wonder ful job
wi th the set; it looked like a
hospital down to the last
detail.
While the majority of the
audience were older people,
even those were few. Eastern
students missed a good performance opening night .
For reservations call 3592825, or 838-5271 ext. 2825
f rom Spokane.

•••••

'Life' e amines ,big .issue
by Dawn Cawrse
Staff Writer

"W.ho's Life Is It
Anyway?", written by B ian
Clark, left its sparse audie ce
with a bittersweet happin ss,
but probably would h ve
sparked anger in most M ral
Majority members.
The question of whethe or
not someone has the righ to
live or die in medical situaf ons
is usually a question of 'sh uld
they turn off the machine ' in
which case the patient ha no
say in the matter; however in
this case, it is the patient that
wants the right to de ·de,
choosing death.
Having to deliver

·
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C:;ultural artifacts, a slide
show, dinner, and folk dancing from around the Arab
world highlighted the Arabian
Night in the Pub last Friday.
A display of Arabian artistry from Saudi Arabia and
other 'Arab countries, a slide
show from Lebanon, Jordan
and Palestine, and. folk danc• ing from around the Arab
world, were part of the show
for almost all the 300-plus audience.
"I am glad' I came," said
one lady as she was leaving.
''Tonight I learned a lot about
the Arabian culture which was
a mystery to me before," she
added.
The exhibit of Arabian artistry and clothes attracted a
large number of audience
who, in the words of many of
them, were "delighted
im-
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pressed'' with what they saw. , ;
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·s p·orts

Eagle h~op opener nearing
Alaska-Anchorage, the
University of AlaskaFairbanks, Seattle Pacific
U~iversity, University of
Puget Sound, Eastern Montana College, and EWU. ''The
NCAA regards us as a conference which means 1he conference will get an automatic
berth if we're still together in
two years, which is the kind of
situation any team would like
to be in," said Krause. This
would eliminate the politics
that are usually necessary to
get a tournament berth. It
would also mean that the
Eagles could get an at-large
berth, even if they didn't win
the conference.
The team which Krause
hopes will make the playoffs is
a good one, according to
Krause. "We lost George
Abrahms to graduation, but
return a solid nucleus of tested

by Jeff Bunch
Sports Writer

Basketball may not be on
your mind right now, with the
Eagle football, volleyball,
cross country, and racquetball
teams in full gear, but it
should be. The "Tall Timber"
at EWU is already practicing
for the upcoming season.
As a matter of fact, they
have been going since Oct. 15,
and their opener is Nov. 20
·· against the University of
Alberta. The team was
originally supposed to play the
Colombian National team, but
scheduled the Albertans when
the Colombians had to cancel
their U.S. tour.
Coach Jerry Krause is very
optimistic about this year's·
team which hopes to better its
1980-81 record of 18-9, when
they just missed the NCAA
Division II playoffs as an independant. The team which
finished ahead of the Eagles in
the Western region, Cal Poly
San Luis-Obispo, finished second in the national -tournament, which shows the type of
competition Eastern will face.
Said Krause, "The top five
teams in our region went to the
playoffs. We finished sixth out
Guard Dave Henley
of 22 teams and we felt we
could have made the playoffs. if EWU's n·ew-conference will
This year, we are going to try stick together. The Eagles win .
and get closer to our potential be playing in a "proposed"
this year, and make the
Great Northwest Conference.
playoffs."
This conferenee will consist of
Making the playoffs could six teams, the University of
be easier in a couple of years,

players, especially our five but will be redshirted this year.
seniors, who we hope to build Krause has no complaints
the team around.'' The about this year's freshmen,
nucleus he refers to are the ., Melvin Bradley, John Buck, 6eight lettermen, five of whom 9 Tony Crisman, and Herb
are seniors, , including Don Simon. Said Krause, "I was
Garvis, Dave Henley, Wayne pleased with the quality of our
Petersen, John ' Petersen, and recruiting this year. Tony
(Crisman) reminds us of Ron
Ben Widman.
Cox, a former All-American,
Surprisingly, there are no and may be the· outstandin~
juniors on this year's team, big man we've lacked in recent
but some sophomores who years.''
also impress Krause. "We
have a good bunch of
Overall, the Eagles should
sophomores whQ we think are be a very balanced team. "We
going to b~ outstanding when don't have one or two stars,
they're seniors," he said.-They but more of a team concept,"
are Lincoln Burton, Dave Krause said. "We are rich in
Coffman, Matt Piper, and guards, with good balanc.e at
non-letterman Andy Af- forward, but unproven up
tbolter.
front. All in all, the team is as
In addition to the returning good or better than last year's.
players, Krause has also ac- We will just have to get closer
quired trarisfer John Bell, w~o to our potential to reach our
has one year of eligibility left goals.''

T-Connection intramural champs
'

Intramural action is in full teams. The average team had
swing at EWU. The flag foot- 15 players, and eight were
ball season just ended, and allowed on the field at a time.
many other sports are going or - The game was not the end of
getting ready to start. The flag flag football action, though.
football finals were held this Duane Naluai, of the inMonday, with the Tacoma tramural~ office said, "This
Connection defeating Bill's year we~re trying something
Tavern 51-12 in the men's divi- different. Our champions are
sion. The women's tourna- going against the champs of
ment was won by the ·other schools." Today,
Derailers.
Eastern will play Whitworth's
The T-Connection won with women and men champions,
long gainers, and lived by the and will play WSU November
big play. Terry Reed broke '18th. Game time for the Whitopen the scoreless game early worth match is 3 p.m. at
~., 6
This Coupon Is Good For
~,-0.o ,
lSo/o OFF
I in the second half with a 65- Woodward Field.
yard run, as the Connection
While football is finishing
ANY SWEATER! . . rolled for the victory.
up, volleyball is in full swing.
504 1st Str.e et
9:30-5:30 I
81w)ete
The game was the end of the There are 37 co-ed teams comt\O~
· Cheney
(Expires 12/7/81) Mon.-Sat. I
tournament which featured 24 peting, and it is the most
;
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CHEN&Y· .·
FLEA MARKET

,.

In Center Of Town Next To Zip's
11011st St. -Cheney, WA
'

'
'

. FREE ADMISSION
FREEP~KING
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p .m. Sun. Thru Thurs.
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday & Saturday
Table Rental: 4'x8' Tables $5.00/Day - $2S.00/Week

Furniture, kitchen appliances, lamps, radios,
rugs, new clothing, 2nd hand clothing,
books and much much more.
6,000 Square Foot Heated Building

\

Phone 235-4347 or 448-1545 - 9-6

The MARINE CORPS OFFICER SELECTION TEAM will be on campus in the Pub
on Nov. 12, 13, 16 and 17 to talk t_o students
interested in Marine Aviation. A film 'and
slide presentation will be given at 11 :30 am
on Nov. 12 in room 3A of the Pub. All interested students are invited to attend. If you
can't make it to the presentation,. you can
call the Officer Selection Team at 456-3746.

I

Kick season
not over yet
EWU's men's soccer team
has finished their league
schedule, but Coach Mike
Holland is still working to
schedule more games. The
team's match with Central
Washington was cancelled,
but Holland has lined up
something else.
The team will be playing in a
tournament in Pocatello th's
weekend. The teams have not
been confirmed, but Holland
said, '' I do know that we'll be
playing three game,.''

**********'*
****
*************a
i . HOWTOADVERTISE·
In.T he Eastei-ner!
. SUBMITADS TO

_,

Alpha Kappa Psi

328A Kingston
359-7930

.. t

*AV-BA HARRIER-It can rise from the ground like a helicopter,
hover in midair, tum in any direction, then move out at transsonic
speed. That means unlimited flexibility for its primary mission:
close air support. The Hamer. .. a revolutiun in military aviation! '
·•·

-----------------•--•·•a•••

,

popular of the intramural
sports. The playoffs will start
next week.
Racquetball is also winding
up, and at press time there
were two players left in the advanced division, and three
players left in the novice.
There were still games to be
played Tues?~Y, in the men.' s
division. hi the women"s division there were 16 players, and
two women are left.
Three-on-three basketball is
'also going. The games are
half-court, and there are 36
men's teams and, six women's
teams. Schedules and standings are available at the Intramural Office for all sports.

Ads Must Be R,eceived by 9 am Monday
.

.•**.****.It.*·********".*******
•
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Eagles -beat d.arkness,--Mesa
l

by Mark Nelke

actly super, but we played well quarter with cartilage and ligaenough to win. We pretty ment damage to his left knee.
It was not a normal football
much did what we did and got He underwent surgery Mongame.
by.''
day and is out for the season.
First of all, the plane carryBrady is doubtful for SaturThe Eagles surprised the
ing the opposition, Mesa ColMavericks · and nearly day's game in Greeley, Colo.,
lege of Grand Junction, Colo.,
everyone else by coming out with Northern Colorado,
couldn't land in Spokane
throwing in the first quarter which would leave the
because of fog, and had to
(wide receiver Kelly Roark tailbacking to Haack and
land in Moses· Lake. If that
caught five passes for 62 yards senior Rick Raymond. De fenwasn't enough, they had to
in the first half, four on the sive tackle Jeff Jones added
wait there 31/z hours for a
TD drive), but then stuck to injuries to his left knee and
Chen.e y school bus to come
the ground -the rest of the way. an.kle to his already sore right
fetch them.
"We got the lead and the knee. Jones is doubtful for
If that wasn't bad enough,
Right defensive
first touchdown and got con- Saturday.
the bus driver drove the wrong
servative," Zornes said. "We tackle Larry Rencken bruised
way on the freeway for awhile,
didn't throw that much his hip, but is expected to play.
and the team was later still for
Northern Colorado will be
because we were worried
their date las.t Satu.rday with
about Dan Daly getting hurt, the best team Eastern has
Eastern.
,
and we didn't want to do played since tpe opener at
"I feel sorry for them," said
anything to le them get back Idaho State, said Zornes.
EWU Coach Dick Zornes,
in the game.''
"They're way better than
''but it wasn't as if they
While the victories mourtt UPS," he said. "They're big
weren't forewarned."
.
for the Eagles as they shoot and physical on defense, and
By the time the Mavericks Fullback Mike Anderson broke two long runs aild totalled 90 for their first playoff berth in v_ery strong on offense.
had found Cheney, suited up yards against Mesa. '." photo by Dave Cartwri,ht.
14 years, 'so do the injuries. They're a Big Sky-caliber team
and did a few stretching exerRamberg left the Mesa game in the top Division II league in
cises before the kickoff, it was
midway through the second .the country."
· 2:41 p.m. The quarters were we should have. When things short runs and an occasional
.
shortened to 12 minutes, an don't go. off on schedule, and reverse drove tediously to the
NCAA rule, in order to com- you have to sit around for two Eastern four-yard-line, before
plete the game before hours and wait, it makes you cornerback Pete Sinclair stopdarkness, which is was - barely wonder if you're taking part in ped Mav tailback Fred Moore
Eastern's men's racquetball . the lone match played 15-7,
- at 4:31- ·p.m., making it one a meaningful c~mtest or not."
on a fourth~down sweep.
team clinched the division 15-14. Other played match
of the fastest played college
Against • Mesa, the Eagles
Two plays later, fullback championship for the first half winners were: Mike Feser ,(.15football games in recent years. f Qµnd paydirt on their second Mike Andersen bolted 40 of the season, as they shut out 5, 15-2) in the "C", Pete CarIn the midst of all this, ·possession, a 13-play, 7 5-yara yards up the middle to run the the YMCA 12-0, here last roll (15-3, 15-0) and Bill
Eastern pushed across a pair clrive. With leading rusfier Eagles out· of trouble. "Those Thursday.
Hanlon (lS:i i 15-3) in the
of touchdowns to blank Mesa Dean Bradf ·in street clothes, two plays were the most meanOnly half of the YMCA "D" division.
...
14-0, improving their record to resting a badly sprained ankle, ingful of the game," Zornes team members was present,
-.-'.-:'•, :; .
6-2 and keeping alive hopes of Tom Ramberg carried the ball said.
forfeiting six matches and losSome members of EWU's
a· possible at-lai;ge berth in the . six times, incluafog, Jhe . final
Eastern. scored •its final ing badly in ~he other six.
team participated in •the state
,. NCAA Division II.playoffs . . ·seven yards for. if touchdown. touchdown after a Mesa perCoach Pat · Whitehill was intercollegiate championships
Eagle coach Dick Zornes Fr,ee safety • Greg KFarher; sonnel mixup. On fourth disappointed at the lack of tur- last weekend in Burien. Pete
said the 71-minute delay caus- Eastern' s latest kicker, nailed down, a Maverick defender nout, especially since today Carroll won the "D" division,
ed a dropoff in intensity the extra point for a 7-9 lead.
who . was not on the punt they close out the season . while
teammates
Bi\\
among ,I his playFrS anct may .
Mesa made it's oii'ly retur,:i_ te~ ·ran off' the field ·agams·t • Fairchild Afr Force Broadhead and Monte Kent
have cheapened the impor- legitimate threat \ vith a on the Eagle sideline, which Base, who has two ties.
were narrowly defeated in
tance of the game.
'
monotonous tO-play ·drive that was closer, but which w35 also
Three out of four "B" divi- doubles action by two of the>
"We tried to approach it the took up most of I the third illegal. On the next play Jeff sion matches were forfeits, state's best players, according
same as if it were a regular quarter and par~ of the fourth. Haack scooted 27 yards to the with John Bruntlett winning to Whitehill.
game," he said, "but the delay Up until then, ·the Mavs' ·big- end zone.
"Under 'the conditions we
had a dampening effect on the gest play was the i'ncomplete
really . played well," said
emotion of our team. We did pass.
Mesa, mixing short passes, Zornes. "We didn't play exnot perform with the intensity
Sporta Edllor

'

Racquets clinch title

,'

·· The Hair Company
·Haircuts ·s Perm·anents

Five qllalify for nationals
Eastern' s women's cross
country team was in action
this weekend, and they were
second to none. The problem
is they wanted to finish s'econd
at the Northwest Collegiate
Women's Sports Associatiqn
Division II Regional Championships, held at FJlensburg.
But the Eagle runners
finished third in a field_ of
seven . teams. The top two
t~ams go •to nationals, Seattle
Pacific and Idaho: The news is
far from bad.J hough, as the
competition was· yery rugged.
"Our women ran · extremely
well," said · Coach Deborah
Tannehill. "Idaho and SPU
are anticipating taking the top
two' places at nationals, which
gives you an idea of the caliber
oi competition. I'm confident
we could place in the top ten,
nationally, if we had a
chance."
While the team may not
have qualified, EWU did
qualify five of its nine runners
for nationals. Those who
qualified were Juli Engstrom
(8th), Cheryl Yoke (13th), Jani
Smith (17th), Carolyn Darcy
(20th) and Sue Colvin (21st).
The meet is to be held in two
weeks in Pocatello, but

Eastern will probably have only four representatives present.
Said Tannehill, '·'Sue Colvin
placed high enough to qualify
for nationals, , but she might
not go. The problem is that

she wasn't one of. our five predesignated scoring runners ,
she ran better than we expected. The AJAW won't
recognize her to run · in nationals."

Stylists:
•Kay Walkup
•Clyde Leifer
235-5169

112 College St .., Cheney

A remarkable experiment in

11

legal education . . . There is no other
school in the nation that can do what you
are doing here/'
·

If it doesn't say DORNER'S it" not the original
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We Make 'Em,
You Bake 'Em

Warren Burger
Chief]usb'ce

U. s: Supreme Court
September 13, 1980
.

·,
\

Browne's Addition
S.144Cannon·
624-7480

UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND

.,
(!l

SCHOOL ~F IAW
Get the facts on:

9 ·.•

• Admissions
• Cumculum

Browne's
Addition
Only

• Placement

Day: Wednesday

Place: PUB-Rm 3k

Date: Nov. 18, 1981 For infonnation:
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Neil Zimmerman·

lOo/o .
Student
Discount
Thru
November

'.
Hours: Mon.-Fri

3-9

Sat.

11-9

Sun.

3-9

o·
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From the high to the -low
While it is surprising that
the San Francisco 49ers are
ailing atop the Western Division of the NFC, it is equally
surpnsmg that the New
England Patriots are floundering near the bottom of the
AFC East.
What's interesting about all
this is that a few years ago, the
49ers traded a carload of draft
choices to the Patriots for Jim
Plunkett. Plunkett turned out
to be a bigger bust than Dolly
Parton's, and New England
took the draft choices and
molded themselves into a
Super Bowl contending team.
San Francisco had to endure
another disastrous trade a few
·· years later, the one that sent
another bagful of draft picks
to Buffalo for a wounded O.J.
Simpson. Buffalo is currently
battling Miami for AFC East
supremacy .
So why are the 49ers doing
so well this year? A soon as
they had some draft choi ces of
their o wn, they were able to
build a nucleus for a solid
ballclub. Last year, despite going 6- 10, they showed offensive promise .
Defensively, San Francisco
was another case. T hey were
awful. The defense was giving
• . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . .•

: WE NEED STUDENTS
·
to rk 8
WO on

PHONOTHON

up touchdowns- faster than the
offense could score them.
But that changed this year.
Three defensive backs were
drafted to shore up the porous
pass coverage that bordered
on hilarious last year. Simple
down-and-outs became 80yard touchdowns, because the
defenders would often run into each other.
This year, the defensive
backs are picking off those
same passes, and sometimes
running them back for
touchdowns. The pass rush
resembles more than just ;:t
wall to throw over, with the
: acquisition of pass rusher Fred
: Dean. Dean had much to do
: wit h San Francisco's recent
upsets of Dallas and Los
: Angeles.
New England's decline is
much tougher to figure. The
: Patriots hav~n•t been the same
~ since Coach Chuck Fairbanks
abruptly announced before the
~ final game of 1980 that he was
to coach at Colorado.
~ leaving
Colorado has since become

:

Nov. 30-Oec. 3
.
: To apply phone 359-2351
Jeri or Maureen
~
by Nov. 20
~ EWUFOUNDATION
................................

.

TOGA PARTY
November14

Hills Bros.
Blues Band
no cover

a collegiate joke, and the Pats
haven't done much better.
With all its talent, there's no
excuse for them to be 2-8. The
loss of tight end Russ Francis
shouldn 't have hurt them too

bad. They never threw to him
anyway. And quarterback
Steve (Air Mail) Grogan can
still come up with an occasional good gam~. Stanley
Morgan and Harold Jackson
are among the swiftest
receivers in the league.
It may take a coaching
change (dump Ron Ehrhardt)
or a quarterback switch (Matt
Cavanaugh for Grogan), to
turn New England around. Or
else, soon everyone will be
calling them the Pats-ies.
As for the rest of the league,
the races are shaping up pretty
much according to form, with
a few surprises. Dallas and
Philadelphia, also 8-2, are
waging their usual war in .the
NFC East. The NFC Central
winner, as usual, will probably
have a record barely over .500
and may have yielded more
points than they've scored.

Playoff chances iffy ·
If.
If Eastern's
women's
vol leyball team defeated
league rival Lewis - C lark
State two nights ago, they
would assure themselves of no
less than a share of third place
in the Interstate League with
LCSC.
If the Eagles can upset
league - leading Boise State in
Boise Saturday, they would
have third place all to
themselves and stand a better
chance of latching onto an atlarge berth in next weekend's
Division II regional championships in Butte, Mont.
But if the women lost to
LCSC Tuesday night, their
playoff chances would have
ended there bec~use a Warrior
win would have clinched third
for LCSC.
Two teams from each of
three leagues qualify for
regionals, plus the host school,
Montana Tech. One more atlarge team is selected from the
third place finishers in each
league. That's what Eastern's
shooting for .
The women went one for
four in matches last week and

What company helps put
your career on course?

I

Junior Lisa VanSickle

saw their record sag to 9-19- 1.
Last
Tuesday
EWU
dispatched winless league foe
Gonzaga 15-8, 15-4, 15-3,
before dropping a tough fivegame thriller with Washington

New EnglandLife, of course.

I ,

NEW ENGLAND LIFE, a
leader in the life insurance &
investment industry, offers you
a unique career selection
opportunity. We have an innovative
interview
and
evaluation program for the
selection and training of life
insurance agents. We evaluate
you by using "STEPS", a
program that offers New
England Life and you a look
into the future. "STEPS" is the
Se le ction, Training, Evaluation
and Performance System that
he lps us match your intere sts
and skills with our needs. And
it d e termines if you are in fact
qualified for a. life insurance
and investment sales career. if
you'd ijke to learn more about
"STEPS", New England Life
and your pote ntial, call the
Placement Center for an appoi ntme nt to mee t our
representative on Nove mber
17 from l - 4:30, or call Spokane
624· l l 43 and ask for Paul K.
Olsen.

Houston,· in the AFC Central, still hasn't learned that
they have to do something else
besides hand off to Earl
Campbell in order to win. You
would think that after a team
holds Campbell to 15 yards on
25 carries, as Pittsburgh constantly does to Campbell, the
Oilers would look elsewhere
for offense. But they don' t ,
which is why they're stumbling
around the bottom with
Cleveland, which has returned
to earth after last season's
Cinderella year.
The Kansas City nobodys
are leading the AFC West, only because the Oakland
Raiders couldn't find the end
zone for three consecutive
weeks. San Diego would be
running away with the division
had they not had the stupidity
to trade away John Jefferson
a nd the aforementioned Dean.

State two hours later. "It was
fun," said Coach Mary
Rubright of the WSU ma tch.
"We should have won it. The
kids pla yed really wel l, and I
was really pleased. ' 1
The Cougars prevailed 1215, 15-8, 15-3, 9- 15 and 15-8.
'' In the last game it was really
going to the very end (8-8),
but they got momentum and
pulled away," she said. The
fact that the women had
played Gonzaga earlier in the
evening was not a contributing
factor to the WSU loss, according to Rubright. "The GU
malch was such a slow tempo
that it didn't slow us down
against WSU," she said.
Two nights later, in
Missoula , the women were
toppled 15-9, 15-3 a nd 15-3 by
the Uni versity of Mon tana.
"It was the wor t· ma tch I'v e
seen us play this yea r, "
Rubright said. "Our serve receive was the worst I' ve seen
all year. T he quicker we fo rget
about it, the better."
In the Whitworth ma tch
Saturday the women reverted
to the type of play which
started their losing ways. "We...
didn't seem to be willing to put
forth the effort to win," said
Rubright. "It seems we're
playing as if we're afraid to
lose again. We're getting back
to that syndrome of two
months ago."

Ddll c1otb
Now. .. $15.00

CoJ-duroy &

Reg.$30.00
Sizes0-15

Limited To Stock On Hand!
Huny For Best Seiectionl
F&MBuainessCenta-

1836 • lat
236-6148

-

HOURS: MON.-SAT.
10:00 a.m.. 7:00 p m
. .

Jean Parlour

LASERIUM PRESENTS
·. THE
IS
R . . PERIENCE
0

.

-

--

,

'·;,;:'".'..~; .,..

-

..

....

. .

~

~- .

. FEATURING
· THE MOST POPULAR SONGS OF LASERIUM'S 10 ¥EAR HISTORY .
.

I .

PINK FLOYD
VA·N HALEN. .
ROLLING STONES
LED ZEPPLIN
FLEETWOOD MAC
JEFFERSON STARSHIP · ,
SUPERTRAMP
EMERSON, LAK~· & .PALMER
THE CARS
BLONDIE
YES
and many more ...

I LIVE PERFORMANCE

• 7 LASERS 1
• M/·R RORS
'·;;,
• STEREOPHONIC SOUND
._J
• ·SMOKE JETS
· .
/
~ER/AL LASER DISPLAY

)

PENCE UNION BUILDING
EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY.
I •

Thursday, fl!ovetnber 12

6 - 8 -& 10 PoM.

Friday, November 13
.. 6 - 8 - 10 & 12

Tici<ets Through P.U.B. & BON MARCHE
RNFORMATlON DESl<S

PRESENTED BY

A.S.EaWaU ■ .

. JET PRODUCTIONS

.
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Primarv• elections

. . •..,. . . •'
Registration

from page 1
" Registration for classes at
the Spokane Center will be
available on a first come _ first ,
.served basis," she said .
"Students registering at the
Bon will be confirmed on the
spot.Forthatreason,students
· are encouraged to register no
later than Dec. 8 to avoid
possible closed or cancelled
classes."
She said students taking
courses on campus and at the
Spokane Center will be confirmed in available classes at
the Bon and will submit course
requests in the priority mode
for on-campus classes,,
According to fytrs. Bell, the
main problem with students
wishing to register during Option One periods seems to be
money. But the Registrar's Office, in conjunction with Student Accounting, may be able
to help.
"If students find they
haven~t got the money to
register, they may work out an
agreement with Student Accounting in Showalter 314 in
which they can register now
and pay later," she said.
Stude~ts
may
make
schedule - adjustments from
Dec. 18 to Dec. 31 without
charge.
"We really would like to encourage students , to register
during Option One," she said.
"I think they would rather be
skiing in. Alaska or sunning
themselves on a beach in
Hawaii than waiting in line for
confirmations.,,
'Budget'
from page 5
.
fu~ds ~o,uld be diverted to !he
umvesity s general operatmg
budget.

"It
is important to ·
remember that the Governot's
recommendations are just one
stage !fl the budge~ adjustment
process. There will be many
changes, and some of them
will. come
quickly,''
Frednckson warned . . ,
But the EWU president remafned optimistic under the
circumstances.
.
"My best guess 1s that
higher ed_ucation will likely
end up with a budget red~ction in the four to five percent
range and that most of the
proposed changes · in tuitions
a~d fees, waiver~, and the like,
wtll be, dropped.
'Me~XI•co' f
rom page 4
At that moment, the guerrillas in El Salvador were launching their failed "final offensive" against the Duarte
government, and the arms
deliveries from the Cubans via
Nicaragua were at their
highest. Thjs coalition of
Salvado!ari exiles lists as the
first, step in achieving a
,political solution to the civil
' war in El Salvador the
"withdrawal of all U.S.
military aid to the civilianmilitary junta... "
Mexico incurred the wrath
of nine Central American nations, including Venezuela,
who charged that it was
"interfering in the internal affairs of the Central American
nation" because of its August
28, 1981, decision to recognize
El Sal a cior's guerilla movement. The , Mexican government responded to .the charge
on September 5 by defending
its position: "Far from being
an act that could be interJOB
-INFORMATION. preted as intervention,"
Foreign Minister Jorge
~l~~~en~~d a~:=~seai~c;:; Castaneda · stated, ''the
potential. Call 602-941 _8014 declaration is a sincere effort
Dept. 777. Phone ~all to assure the free selfrefundable.
determination of the people of
- - - - - - - - - - - - E l Salvador.''
Mexico is not a revoluNEED INDIV.IDUAL HELP
tionary
state and would seem
IN SCIENCE? Ph.D offers
to
have
little
to gain by .allying
tutoring in all chemistry,
introductory physics and itself with the forces of revolumath. W.F. Siems. 747-2678. tion. Cuba's ·SUCCess(ul in~
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An extremely low vot~r turnout - less than-four percent of
the student population cast
votes - was the "highlight" of
last week's ASEWU Council
primary election.
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while another sophomore,
Teri Desautel turned in the
largest margin of victory, winning the contest for posiiton
NQ. 3, defeating junior Earl
Cook by a margin 9f ..63 percent to 36 percent.
Things were J'\Ot as easy for
incumbent Tom Julian, who is
currently Speaker Pro-Tern of
the ASEWU, as he. recorded a
suiprislngly narrow -54 to 45
-percent edge over challenger
Ann Fox, a public administration graduate stµdent.
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unopposed, Ron Keene fQr
position No. 2 and David
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